ESSENTIAL SERIES
The Essential Series is the perfect blend of master craftsmanship and
minimalist detailing that comes together to create a truly contemporary look..
It’s about find-ing something simple and homely that adds the perfect
finishing touch, all without sacrificing style or quality along the way..
Everything is then brought together by your own choice of flawless finish..

Pleasant
White

Java
Black

Cottage
Slate

Elegant
White

Gotham

Gray
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PLEASANT WHITE
Our ever-popular Pleasant White finish is the perfect combination
of homely style and country touches that puts you at ease the
moment you walk through the door..
We’ve achieved a classic look by combining the simplistic and
exquisite details to create such a fashionable space, leaving you with
a finished product that dances with the light from every angle..

Now all you have to do is decide how you want to integrate it into
your new-look kitchen so that you can enjoy authentic
craftsmanship and contemporary style..
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PLEASANT WHITE
Essential series

A. FACE FRAME

3/4’’ x 1-1/2’’ solid birch wood stiles and rails

B. DOOR & DRAWER FRONT

3/4’’ solid birch wood, 5-piece, full-overlay, recessed panel, mortise and tenon joint

C. DOOR & DRAWER CENTER PANEL Premium MDF Center Panel to avoid paint cracking due to expansion & contraction
D. DOOR FINISH

Painted

E. CABINET BOX

5/8” Premium plywood Side Panels

F. DRAWER BOX

5/8” Solid wood drawer box, dovetailed construction, natural finish

G. SHELF

3/4’’ Plywood shelf

H. DRAWER GLIDE

Under-mounted, full-extension, soft-close, fully concealed metal glides

I.

DOOR HINGE

6-way adjustable, soft-close, fully-concealed hinges

J.

INTERIOR BOX FINISH

Natural wood finish

K. EXPOSED SIDE

Finished and painted to match doors
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JAVA BLACK
Transforming your home to add elegance and poise is quick and
easy with a little help from our Java Black option.. All you have to
do is decide how you want to match to it..
The elegance of the black and the gentle shimmer as it sits under
the light is the perfect way to add that little extra sophistication the
heart of the home has been missing..
Matching it with a light counter top and metal accessories is the perfect
way to create the look you’ve been dreaming about for a lifetime..
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JAVA BLACK
Essential series

A. FACE FRAME

3/4’’ x 1-1/2’’ solid birch wood stiles and rails

B. DOOR & DRAWER FRONT

3/4’’ solid birch wood, 5-piece, full-overlay, recessed panel, mortise and tenon joint

C. DOOR & DRAWER CENTER PANEL Premium MDF Center Panel to avoid paint cracking due to expansion & contraction
D. DOOR FINISH

Stained

E. CABINET BOX

5/8” Premium plywood Side Panels

F. DRAWER BOX

5/8” Solid wood drawer box, dovetailed construction, natural finish

G. SHELF

3/4’’ Plywood shelf

H. DRAWER GLIDE

Under-mounted, full-extension, soft-close, fully concealed metal glides

I.

DOOR HINGE

6-way adjustable, soft-close, fully-concealed hinges

J.

INTERIOR BOX FINISH

Natural wood finish

K. EXPOSED SIDE

Wood-veneered, finished and stained to match
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GOTHAM GRAY
The gray home style is very much on-trend right now, which makes
Gotham Gray a truly attractive proposition..
From the moment you walk through the door and see the calming,
elegant finish of the gray, you’ll know you’ve made an inspired
choice you can enjoy for a lifetime..
Add in the simplicity of the minimalist paneling and you have the
recipe for a kitchen that you’ll never want to leave.. Just what
you want to hear when it’s all about making a house a home..
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GOTHAM GRAY
Essential series

A. FACE FRAME

3/4’’ x 1-1/2’’ solid birch wood stiles and rails

B. DOOR & DRAWER FRONT

3/4’’ solid birch wood, 5-piece, full-overlay, recessed panel, mortise and tenon joint

C. DOOR & DRAWER CENTER PANEL Premium MDF Center Panel to avoid paint cracking due to expansion & contraction
D. DOOR FINISH

Painted

E. CABINET BOX

5/8” Premium plywood Side Panels

F. DRAWER BOX

5/8” Solid wood drawer box, dovetailed construction, natural finish

G. SHELF

3/4’’ Plywood shelf

H. DRAWER GLIDE

Under-mounted, full-extension, soft-close, fully concealed metal glides

I.

DOOR HINGE

6-way adjustable, soft-close, fully-concealed hinges

J.

INTERIOR BOX FINISH

Natural wood finish

K. EXPOSED SIDE

Finished and painted to match doors
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COTTAGE SLATE
Cottage Slate is one of those finishes that offers you something new and exciting
from every angle.. The depth of the slate gray adds a welcome light touch to the
dark grays and blacks you’ve already considered, but without going too far..

We love the way in which it matches the finish of the handles
so that you can create subtle color combinations with ease..
The only thing left to do now is decide how you’re going to re-imagine your use
of space so that you can treat yourself to the finish you’ve always wanted..
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COTTAGE SLATE
Essential series

A. FACE FRAME

3/4’’ x 1-1/2’’ solid birch wood stiles and rails

B. DOOR & DRAWER FRONT

3/4’’ solid birch wood, 5-piece, full-overlay, recessed panel, mortise and tenon joint

C. DOOR & DRAWER CENTER PANEL Premium MDF Center Panel to avoid paint cracking due to expansion & contraction
D. DOOR FINISH

Stained

E. CABINET BOX

5/8” Premium plywood Side Panels

F. DRAWER BOX

5/8” Solid wood drawer box, dovetailed construction, natural finish

G. SHELF

3/4’’ Plywood shelf

H. DRAWER GLIDE

Under-mounted, full-extension, soft-close, fully concealed metal glides

I.

DOOR HINGE

6-way adjustable, soft-close, fully-concealed hinges

J.

INTERIOR BOX FINISH

Natural wood finish

K. EXPOSED SIDE

Wood-veneered, finished and stained to match
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ELEGANT WHITE
Keeping things simple is what Elegant White does best.. By taking a pure
and simple style of cabinet and combining it with an elegant shade worthy of
its name, it allows you to go back to basics without sacrificing quality..

As the white shimmers under the light and opens up your space,
you’ll be left in no doubt that you’ve made a truly inspired choice..
Match it with other gentle whites and a few darker accessories and features
and you’ll achieve the perfect balance you’ve always dreamed of..
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ELEGANT WHITE
Essential series

A. FACE FRAME

3/4’’ x 1-1/2’’ solid birch wood stiles and rails

B. DOOR & DRAWER FRONT

3/4’’ solid birch wood, 5-piece, full-overlay, recessed panel, mortise and tenon joint

C. DOOR & DRAWER CENTER PANEL Premium MDF Center Panel to avoid paint cracking due to expansion & contraction
D. DOOR FINISH

Painted

E. CABINET BOX

5/8” Premium plywood Side Panels

F. DRAWER BOX

5/8” Solid wood drawer box, dovetailed construction, natural finish

G. SHELF

3/4’’ Plywood shelf

H. DRAWER GLIDE

Under-mounted, full-extension, soft-close, fully concealed metal glides

I.

DOOR HINGE

6-way adjustable, soft-close, fully-concealed hinges

J.

INTERIOR BOX FINISH

Natural wood finish

K. EXPOSED SIDE

Finished and painted to match doors
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GRANDIORS CARES!
At Grandiors we know that if we’re all going to be able to enjoy the fruits of
our labor and the effort that goes into making a house feel like home, we all
need to be working together.. It’s why we take pride in being a company that
cares about the way we make our products, and not just the end result..
We work with local communities, ethically source all of our materials, and
make sure that we embed sustainability in everything we do.. When you bring
all of these components together you are left with a company that cares
today, tomorrow and for years to come — this is exactly who we want to be..

Caring about our customers, our products and the world we all share is at
the center of everything we do.. Without this approach we simply wouldn’t
be who we are, so we stay true to it during every step of our journey..
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LIMITED WARRANTY
Warranty Coverage
Grandior LLC DBA Grandior Cabinetry (“Grandiors”) is pleased to provide the following limited warranty on all
cabinets imported to and assembled and sold in the United States and Canada by Grandior. This warranty
does not cover cabinets sold or shipped outside of the United States and Canada.. This limited warranty is
subject to all limitations, exclusions, disclaimers and procedures set forth herein.. Grandior warrants to the
original purchasing consumer that all cabinets purchased from Grandior will be free from all unnatural defects
in material and workmanship under normal residential use for 5 years from the date of the original purchase or
as long as the original purchasing consumer owns the home in which such cabinets are installed, whichever is
less.. This warranty is nontransferable to subsequent owners of the home..

Exclusions
This warranty supersedes any and all previous warranties by Grandior and constitutes the exclusive
remedy against Grandior for all defects, damages and workmanship.. There are no implied warranties
extending beyond the terms of this warranty.. Grandior shall not be liable for any indirect, special,
punitive, incidental or consequential costs, expenses or damages.. This warranty gives you specific
legal rights, and you may also have other rights, which vary from state to state.. It is possible that one
or more of the limitations and exclusions in this warranty may not apply to you..
Limitations
This warranty shall become void if the cabinets, cabinetwork, drawer slides or hinges are modified from their
original form, improperly installed or damaged prior to or during the installation, or used in any way other than
for residential purposes.. This warranty covers only parts and materials of the cabinets as supplied by
Grandior. This warranty does not cover any products used or installed in connection with cabinets, such

as gas or electric appliances, counter tops, or plumbing fixtures.. This warranty does not apply to
products installed in locations that do not maintain year-round environmental controls.. This warranty
does not apply to damage caused by transportation, storage, excess dirt, chemicals, exposure to
moisture, humidity or excessive heat or cold, nor does it cover defects arising from normal wear and
tear, misuse, neglect, accidents, alterations, improper use or failure to ensure proper maintenance,
house settling, or acts of God.. No installer, retailer, distributor, agent or employee of Grandior has
the authority to alter the obligations or limitations in this warranty..
Disclaimers
The following is a brief recap of some of the characteristics of the wood and finishes on the cabinets
you are about to purchase.. Please read them carefully.. If some of these characteristics concern you,
please choose something else.. We bring these characteristics to your attention so you are aware
that Grandior will not be held responsible for these variations in any cabinetry sold or supplied.. It is
important to note that wood products claimed as defective are most often the result of atmospheric
conditions such as excess moisture and humidity.. Grandior strongly recommends testing the
intended location of the products for such conditions prior to installation..
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WOOD AND COLOR VARIATIONS: Wood is a product of nature, and since no two trees are exactly
alike, cabinets may vary in color, texture and grain.. Naturally occurring characteristics such as
variations in color, grain, mineral streaks, pinholes and knots are not considered defects.. Color
variations are a natural occurrence due to species, age, character of cabinets, and exposure to UV
light and sunlight.. For these reasons, new and/or replacement cabinets may not exactly match
display samples and/or existing cabinets, but is not considered a defect..
WOOD DOORS: Wood, by nature, will undergo expansion and contraction year after year as it
compensates and adjusts to ever-changing humidity and temperature.. It is very common for center
panels on doors to shrink, expand or move during these transitions.. Typically, the panel will return to
its normal position within a year once it has adjusted to seasonal changes.. It is for these reasons
that it is very common for doors to warp during these periods.. Doors that are warped up to 1/4” are
not considered defective.. Please Note: It is advisable to check if the door was properly installed,
since doors that appear warped are very often the result of improper installation..
PAINTED FINISHES: Birch is a non-porous, smooth grained wood, and wood undergoes periods of expansion
and contraction while it adjusts to atmospheric conditions.. As such, finish stress lines may become visible on
painted cabinets, especially at the joints.. Any such occurrence is not considered a defect..

GLAZED FINISHES: A glazed finish is an uneven finish by its very nature.. Some edges and
profiles will have heavier hang up than others and glazing may vary from cabinet to cabinet, door to
drawer and item to item.. This may result in overall color variations but is not considered a defect..
Warranty Performance
If a defect does occur within the terms and conditions of this warranty, the defective part will be repaired or
replaced at the sole discretion of Grandior. Grandior will not provide or pay for the cost of removal of any
defective product, transportation of any defective product, repair or replacement of any Product, or the
installation of repaired or replaced products.. Grandior will not be responsible for any shipping damages to
the defective, replaced or repaired product.. If a defective item has been discontinued or is not available at
the time, Grandior reserves the right to replace the item with the most similar item available in Grandior’s
inventory.. Grandior cannot guarantee that the finish of any replacement will exactly match the finish and
appearance of the defective item due to the natural aging process of the wood and finishes of the cabinets..
Grandiors may require, at its sole discretion, that the costumer submit a clear photo, or that a company
representative view the item being claimed before honoring this warranty..

Claims
To submit a claim covered under this warranty, the original proof of purchase or a copy must be provided..

Please email all documents to info@Grandiors.net..
Note
Please do not send back any items to Grandior prior to receiving proper authorization from customer service.

Grandior takes no responsibility for any items sent back without proper return authorization..
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Grandior Cabinetry
10243 York Road, Baltimore, MD 21030
For more information,
Please contact info@grandior.net
or www.Grandior.net

